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Figure 1: The destruction of Casa Madrigal in Disney Animation’s Encanto was rendered using fracture-aware tessellation; the fractured
subdivision meshes provided to the renderer are shown on the right.

ABSTRACT
We introduce a new tessellation algorithm for production render-
ing of fractured subdivision surfaces that produces higher quality
results with less distortion than previous approaches. Our tessel-
lator is provided with a fractured subdivision control mesh along
with the corresponding unfractured mesh. We use the unfractured
mesh to evaluate limit positions of the fractured mesh vertices be-
fore tessellation, and we apply displacements at this time. During
tessellation, we iteratively split edges, evaluating displaced limit
positions at added points. Additionally, we measure deformations
that were performed during the fracture process and apply these
during tessellation to allow effects like animated crack spreading.
Our approach produces seamless results with no distortion of the
unfractured surface, and enables a more efficient fracture pipeline.
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Figure 2: Crack lines are able to be revealed gradually while preserv-
ing the original detail of the surfaces. All of the cracks are in place
at the start of the animation, and only the deformation is animated.

1 INTRODUCTION
The destruction of Casa Madrigal was a key story point in Dis-
ney Animation’s Encanto and included a large number of effects
shots with everything from gradually spreading crack lines to the
wholesale destruction of the house as seen in Figures 1 and 2. Given
the fact that the house is a hero element comprised of subdivi-
sion surfaces with highly detailed displacements, producing these
effects using existing methods would have been extremely chal-
lenging. In order to represent the detail of the unfractured house,
surfaces would typically have to be pre-subdivided two or more
levels, increasing the weight of the simulation meshes and reduc-
ing artist iteration times. Even with the added weight, the result
would still only approximate the detail level achieved with ordinary
render-time adaptive tessellation and displacement.

To address this challenge, we developed a new fracture-aware
adaptive tessellation algorithm that allows fracturing a lightweight
subdivision control mesh while retaining all the rendered detail of
the original unfractured mesh.
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Figure 3: A fractured boulder in Disney Animation’s Encanto rendered using our method. When the fragments are together (left), the seams
are invisible and the render is indistinguishable from a render of the unfractured surface. When the fragments are separated (right), sharp
edges and inside surface details including displacements can be observed.

2 ALGORITHM
Input. We start with a fractured subdivision control mesh and

corresponding unfractured mesh. We separate the input mesh into
connected fragments and tessellate each fragment individually.

Fragment preprocessing. For each fragment, we first compute
a best-fit orthonormal transform [Horn et al. 1988] to map unde-
formed reference points (PRef) to their corresponding points in
deformed fragment space; this transform accounts for any rigid ani-
mation that may have been applied to the fragment after fracturing.
We then measure deformation vectors as the difference between
the fragment point positions and PRef points transformed to frag-
ment space, and we measure the effect of these deformations on the
surface normals, expressed as a quaternion rotation at each point.
We compute displaced limit positions of the fractured points by
evaluating the unfractured control mesh [Stam 1998], applying the
fragment transform, and evaluating the displacement shader.

Inside surface faces added during fracture have no correspon-
dence to the unfractured subdivision mesh and thus have no prede-
fined limit surface. To minimize unwanted stretching of the inside
surface when the outside surface is projected to its limit position,
the inside points are adjusted by the average movement of the
surrounding points.

Inside edges shared by three or more fragments are tagged as
sharp edges.

Tessellation. The fractured mesh is assumed to have been tri-
angulated during the fracture process. We adaptively refine the
tessellation by iteratively splitting edges of the mesh that are longer
than the target length. We evaluate and displace added points as
described above, and add interpolated deformation vectors and
deformation rotations to the result. In order to produce a smooth
tessellation for inside surfaces, Loop subdivision rules are applied
to neighborhoods of added inside points; sharp inside edges are not
smoothed.

Normals. Smooth normals are computed from the final tessel-
lated mesh. To preserve sharp fracture edges, normals are not
smoothed across inside/outside boundary edges, or sharp inside
edges. To avoid a faceted appearance introduced by the linear inter-
polation of deformation vectors, we compute these normals from
the undeformed surface and apply the interpolated deformation
rotations to the normals.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our new fracture-aware tessellation method improved the render
quality of our destruction elements by faithfully rendering all the
detail in the original meshes, and at the same time allowed a lighter
weight fracture simulation process with simpler setup and no re-
quirement to pre-subdivide and apply displacements. Artists may
still apply a level or two of uniform subdivision if the original mesh
is too coarse for their simulation needs.

Before we implemented our new method, we had considered
performing render-time subdivision of the fractured mesh (with
subdivision crease tags applied to crack edges), but this would have
added significant distortion to the mesh due to the topology change
of the subdivision mesh, especially given the large number of added
extraordinary points. In contrast, our method introduces no distor-
tion because we evaluate the limit positions using the unfractured
mesh. Doing so also makes our method robust to degenerate (non-
manifold) fracture meshes which frequently occur during fracturing
and otherwise would be unable to be subdivided.
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